ANNOUNCING
New Eldorado Stone Colors

WHITEBARK - CLIFFSTONE

Explore countless design options with this contemporary, versatile profile that gracefully compliments a variety of modern looks with refined, flat-planed faces and distinctive textural details.

Whitebark captures the crisp, light colors of cool climate poplar trees creating a clean, neutral palette perfect for modern design.

CANNONADE - CUT COARSE STONE

Cut Coarse Stone is reminiscent of a saw-cut Turkish Limestone. The highly textural and yet contemporary linear-style installs with a clean, dry-stack application.

Cannonade delivers a monochromatic grey canvas with depth and warmth created through layers of warm overtones and subtle white highlights.

CUMULUS - VANTAGE30

Vantage30 delivers a unique planking appearance with its long 30” linear lines. The gentle textural surface brings an additional element of movement while uniformly stacking tight for clean installation.

With a softly textured surface and light grey tones, Cumulus reveals character and depth while retaining a simple, uniform, modern feel.
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LATIGO - TUNDRA BRICK

TundraBrick is a classically-shaped profile with the surface character and texture of an aged brick that braved the elements for decades.

*Meticulously layered to reveal a combination of subdued earth tones paired with cool greys and whites, Latigo adds charm and elegance to any design.*

IRONSIDE - TUNDRA BRICK

TundraBrick’s traditional shape quickly morphs into historic character with the aged surface texture and edge details.

*With elements of char and ash, Ironside’s dark shade evokes a sense of fortitude and modernism.*

Order a sample today to experience these new colors